Inaugural Faculty Mixer

Meet Faculty, Establish New Collaborations

Tuesday June 14th - 4:30 pm
LaChase Assembly G.9576

Drinks, snacks, three 5 minute “Seed” talks at 5PM

Doug Portman - “What does sex do to your brain?”
Department of Biomedical Genetics, Neuroscience and Center for Neural Development & Disease (Med Center);
Department of Biology (River Campus)

John Elfar - “Inroads in Peripheral Nerve Injury Diagnosis and Treatment”
Department of Orthopaedics

Karen Mustian - “Effects of exercise on immune function and gene expression in skeletal muscle among cancer patients: Mechanisms whereby exercise may improve cancer-treatment-related toxicities”
Department of Surgery, Cancer Control, Public Health Sciences, Radiation Oncology, Cancer Center

Sponsored by the School of Medicine and Dentistry and The Ernest J. Del Monte Institute for Neuromedicine